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Challenge Yourself
with Life Long Learning
By Kathleen Gest

The intellectual dimension of
wellness is achieved by expanding
your knowledge and skills through
creative, stimulating mental activities – developing curiosity about
subject matter, staying on top of
current issues and ideas – challenging yourself.

global community,” Laura Matchett, Director of Extended Education Services (EES), points out.
“Life long learning allows you to
keep your brain active and engaged,
connects you to other people and is
essential for your health and wellness.”

Join a concert band, brush up
NMC was conceived as the
on your conversational Spanish, community’s college with a mission
learn to make authentic sushi rolls to provide lifelong learning opporor uncover how to grow your own tunities in Northwest Michigan.
mushrooms. You can also discover At the beginning of NMC in 1951,
if humans can survive climate noncredit courses were part of the
change, study photography, learn original offerings. However, the
QuickBooks, cut the TV cord, get first courses under the umbrella of
the most out of your iPhone, become lifelong learning were offered in
familiar with global issues or learn 1970 – the new entity was called
to draw. All of these opportunities the “Public Service and Enrichment
and more are available to challenge Program.” The name was changed
the Extended Education student in 1986 to Extended Educational
at Northwester Michigan College Services, which led to the acronym
EES.
(NMC).
“Life long learning keeps you curious, keeps you excited about life
and the community in which you
live, along with gaining knowledge
of what is happening in the greater

Great Decisions with instructor Phil Mikesell

“There are a lot of reasons that are
important to the learner, but I think
it is important to the community
as a whole to have people who are
engaged in the topics that are important to all of us right now,” Matchett
explains. “It is vital to those community members who become volunteers, to be more knowledgeable
about their world and to be open
to learning new ideas. It is good
networking, as well. They form a
lot of friendships and find a lot of
ways to interact with the community
through our classes.”
In 1976, the EES course catalog
promoted “Education: Not a Task
to Be Completed but a Process
to Be Continued.” By 2001, the

Global Population Growth students with instructor Fred Curow (middle in back row)

course catalog fostered a simplified
message, “Learn for Life.” Today,
EES is committed to “Learning is
For Ever (LIFE)” – perhaps this
department of NMC best exemplifies the college’s commitment to
community outreach.
“A lot of the classes offered for
older adults have been in the Naturalist Program, which gets people
outside and learning about the natural environment in which we live,”
Matchett explains. “Global awareness classes have been really popular and that ties in with NMC’s
International Affairs Forum as well.
Those classes, like our Great Decision discussion groups, allow people
to get together and discuss pertinent topics. We have new classes
on religion and other cultures, like
Islam and Buddhism, which can
familiarize people with other ways
of thinking. Having those opportunities available locally is really
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beneficial and allows people to see
another perspective, especially in
the world we live in today. Our technology classes, also popular, keep
our students up on the latest technology affecting their lives.”
Learning can no longer be considered something that only occurs
in a person’s early years, learning opportunities need to continue
throughout an individual’s lifetime.
As Mortimer Adler, an American
philosopher and educator, said, “The
purpose of learning is growth, and
our minds, unlike our bodies, can
continue growing as we continue to
live.”
“Older adults do not feel the pressure to perform or even hurry up
and get through something to get to
the next thing,” Matchett concedes.
“Older adults have a solid foundation underneath them and allow
themselves to be a little more curious without the fear of being ridiculed or judged. They have a base
of knowledge from which they can
grow, but also tend to be more willing and confident to put themselves
out there to learn new things. I also
think, as participants, older adults
bring a lot of experience to the table,
so in any given Extended Education LIFE Academy class, you have
people with so many different backgrounds coming together that it
really enriches the experience for
everybody.”
march 2020

Programs offered by
Grand Traverse County
Senior Center Network

Celtic Celebration

The Rock of Kingsley, 115 E. Blair Street
Wednesday, March 11, 12 p.m.
Celebrate all things March with a traditional corned beef lunch
and special performance by the Northern Lights Irish Dance
Academy. FREE BATA rides offered from Interlochen and Fife
Lake to The Rock of Kingsley.

NMC Extended Education Instructors
1st row from left to right - Laura Matchett (Director), John Plough, Jacquiline Ewing, Kathy Gest
2nd row from left to right - Elizabeth Sonnabend, Jackie Schenk, Kristy Jackson, Maureen Carlson

“The LIFE Academy Advisory
Board is a sampling of these adult,
older learners, who are eager to
share their ideas and are excited to
learn new things. It is really refreshing to see enthusiastic adult learners and their contribution when we
sit together at the table to talk about
Extended Education classes and
what they would like to see offered…
it is important to have this group of
learners driving the curriculum and

content for a lot of these older adult
classes.”
“Our instructors really make our
program what it is and bring a high
level of quality,” Matchett emphasizes. “It is not just their experience
or their talent and skills, but it is also
their demeanor in the way they make
you feel welcome in the classroom
and provide a safe environment for
trying something new.”

S E N I O R

BRIGHTER DAY BAND
PLAYING MARCH 13th
@ BELLAIRE SENIOR CENTER

LET’S DANCE!
Tickets

Cost for noon lunch is a $3 suggested donation for those 60 and
over; $5 all others. Reserve for BATA ride by Thursday, March 5;
for lunch only, reserve by Monday, March 9.
Traverse City Senior Center

801 E. Front St., Traverse City, MI 49686
231-922-4911, grandtraverse.org
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Lori Wells, Manager

S E R V I C E S

What’s up at Benzie Senior Resources
Dining with Diabetes
When: April 23rd —May 14th
Where: Grow Benzie
Cost:

NONE!

Time:

3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Type 2 diabetes can be delayed, controlled or even prevented by
eating healthfully and getting regular physical activity. Classes include
research-based education, cooking demonstrations and healthy recipe
tasting. Classes are funded through a grant from Lions International.
Contact Naomi Hyso to register via phone(231-845-3362) or email
hysonaom@msu.edu.

6-9 PM
50/50 Raffle

From Interlochen, depart from the former Ric’s store parking lot
at 11 a.m. From Fife Lake, depart from the Fife Lake Library at
11. a.m. Estimated time of departure from The Rock is 1:30 p.m.

$3.00 Suggested
Donation

Memory Support Group

March 19th
The Gathering Place.
Share memory loss concerns and
receive support and resources.
9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
Call 231.525.0601.
In memory of Nancy Kasperzak
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Grief Support
Thursdays in March
11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Benzie Senior Resources office.
Kristi Spencer, MA, LPC
Bereavement Coordinator for
Heartland Hospice is
our group facilitator.
231-525-0601 with questions.
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Consolidating Accounts Can
Lead to Clear Financial Strategy
None of us can completely control all the things that
happen to us. Yet, when it comes to achieving your
long-term ﬁnancial goals, including a comfortable
retirement, you do have a great deal of power.

What is PACE?
PACE (Program of All-inclusive
Care for the Elderly) provides
coordinated care for nursinghome eligible older adults so
that they are supported in living
safe and healthy lives in their
own homes. PACE is centered
on the belief that it is better for
the well-being of seniors with
chronic care needs and their
families to be together – living
at home.
We all want the best care for
our aging loved one, but getting
that care can be frustrating.

If you are a caregiver, you
know what it’s like to drive your
loved one from appointment
to appointment; manage all of
their medications; communicate
with multiple physicians; and
struggle with leaving your loved
one at home alone without
supervision, company and
interaction they want and need.
PACE is a different kind of care.
PACE North will help allow
northern Michigan seniors to
remain independent in their
own homes and communities.

Over the course of their lives, many people pick up a
variety of ﬁnancial accounts from multiple sources.
They might have a few IRAs from different providers,
a couple of old 401(k) plans from past employers, and
a scattershot of stocks, bonds, certiﬁcates of deposit
and other investments.
If this picture describes your situation, you may
want to think about consolidating. For one thing,
having a variety of accounts can run up a lot of fees.
Furthermore, just by having so many accounts, you
risk forgetting about some of them.
But beyond reducing your possible fees, paperwork
and potential for lost assets, consolidating your
accounts with one provider can give you a centralized,
unifying investment strategy, one that can help you in
many ways.
Consolidating your investment accounts with a single
provider can have several advantages. So think carefully about bringing everything together – you may
ﬁnd that there’s strength in unity.

Working together for your
financial future.
John Elwell
Financial Advisor

2325 Garfield Rd. N
Traverse City, MI 49686
For information call:
231.252.2767

5 Ways to DeClutter Before
Listing the Family Home
When the decision has been made to
list a loved ones home, it can often
be overwhelming for the owner and
family members involved in the move.
What are some ways to alleviate this
stress? Here are some TIPS:
Toss the Trash: Its easy to clutter up
our homes with mail, magazines and
newspapers. Go through each room
with a garbage bag and a donation
bag. Be sure to shred ALL sensitive
documents before placing in the
trash. The more you rid of, the less
to pack!
Pare Down Furniture: Rooms that
are overpacked with furniture appear
small to buyers. Less can often be
better, especially if the pieces are
worn or in bad condition.
Depersonalize: Family photos,
cherished momentos and collections
should be packed away & marked
so its easy to move. This way buyers
can picture their items in the home
more easily.

Clear & Clean Surfaces: Look at all
counters, shelves, etc and remove
items to show the buyer how much
room they have to place their stuff.
Cluttered shelves can be “too busy”.
Unstuff the Closets: The place
where things go to hide. We all have
them. Closets should be gone through
carefully and organized, keeping only
necessary items and donating or
tossing the rest.
Selling your family home does not
have to overwhelm you, if you plan
accordingly and take the steps above,
you will be pleased and organized for
the move. The property will photograph better for the MLS and the
rooms will feel open and inviting to
the potential buyer.
Kellie Sergent
Realtor®
Senior Real Estate Specialist®
Cell: 231-499-1814
Office: 231-264-4500
www.c21northland.com
Northland
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3588 Veterans Dr.
Traverse City, MI 49684-4569
231-947-0079

This article was written by Edward Jones for use
by your local Edward Jones Financial Advisor.

Cancer Treatments Kill
Not Cure, Friends Say
DEAR DR. ROACH: I have a relative with cancer
who is about to begin multiple therapeutic interventions. My friends tell me that all cancer treatments are toxic and kill people instead of curing
them, and that I should tell my relative to look into
other forms of treatment. What do you suggest I
do? -- K.C.
ANSWER: There are hundreds of different types
of cancer, and they vary widely in their capacity to grow and damage the individual, and in
their response to treatment. For decades, this
has meant mostly surgery, chemotherapy and
radiation, but now includes newer treatments,
including immune therapy. While not all cancers
are curable in everybody, every year brings sometimes incremental, sometimes dramatic improvements in life expectancy for individual cancers.
Some cancers that were rapidly fatal even a few
years ago are now curable in most cases. Getting

Assisted living is right for you.
True or False!
True or False: When I run out of money, I must move
into a nursing home?
False! Cherry Hill Haven offers an income-based
program to allows seniors to age in place. The Income
Based Program will reduce the monthly fee of a qualified
prospective or current resident to the amount of his or
her actual monthly income, and will allow a resident to
remain at Cherry Hill Haven Assisted Living as long as
he or she wishes, regardless of financial circumstances
True or False: I need more care today than when I moved
in. Now, I must pay more or move to a nursing home.
False! Cherry Hill Haven is set up in small home like
environments that can absorb increases in care, allowing residents to age in place. Also, due to our flat rate
structure, there are no increases in a resident’s room
rate due to care.
True or False: After I move into an assisted living or
memory care facility there is nothing to do!
False! Cherry Hill Haven offers a robust schedule of
activities and events put on by our volunteers and life
enrichment department. One of our main attractions is
our music therapy provided by Young at Heart Music
weekly!
Check us out on Facebook to see recent events and
activities! @cherryhillhaventraversecity
If you or your loved one is struggling with the idea of
moving into an assisted living community for any reason,
please contact us and we will try to help as best we can!
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the right diagnosis quickly and getting to an
expert in treating that cancer are critical to having
the best chance of a good outcome.
Treating some cancers remains difficult, and in
many cases the treatments have significant side
effects. Surgery scars may impair function, and
chemotherapy can cause severe symptoms and
may permanently affect body systems, as can
radiation. It can be very hard on a family member
observing these treatments, and if his or her loved
one nevertheless succumbs eventually to the
cancer, it is understandable to think the suffering
the person went through was in vain.
So, while I understand where your friends may
be coming from, their well-meaning advice,
based on bad experiences possibly a long time
ago, might cause your relative with cancer to
delay the potentially lifesaving treatments that
are available now. A study published in July 2018
showed that people who use alternative medical
treatments for cancer are less likely to be cured
and have a shorter life expectancy.
My advice is that you encourage your relative to
find the most expert cancer treatment available.
It’s up to your relative to accept the recommendations of the expert, but delaying the best available
treatment in order to consider unproven therapies
is likely to result in harm.

DEAR DR. ROACH: I have had the same problem
forever: I don’t understand why buttermilk coffee
creamer seems to get outdated faster than regular
creamer. Does the butter in it have anything to do
with this? -- C.H.

is it too late to gather
Q: When
for a person that passes?
A:
The answer
is really
never. It is never too
late to gather and
celebrate and honor
the person that you
have lost. However,
it is important to
Megen Fryer
remember that
Funeral Service Specialist
sometimes the
longer you wait, the harder it becomes on
a daily basis. Going to the grocery store,
library or bank often invites people to
unintentionally bring you back to a place
of grief that you have already begun to
work through. I encourage you to get a
date and time set. Whether it be a week
from death or 6 months, it is important to
gather with family and friends to Realize,
Reaffirm and Remember. Please call me
today for a brochure entitled “Why We
Gather ” that shares further information.

ANSWER: Buttermilk doesn’t have butter in it. It
was so named because it was originally made with
what was left after separating butter from the
unhomogenized cream that had been allowed to
ferment with airborne bacteria, making it slightly
acidic. Modern cultured buttermilk is made from
pasteurized, homogenized milk, usually 1% to
2% fat, and inoculated with healthy bacteria,
which makes lactic acid from the sugars in the
milk. This acid makes buttermilk resistant to the
unhealthy bacteria that causes spoilage. It also
causes a slight sour taste, which some people like
and others don’t.
Commercial heavy cream, and coffee creamers
made from heavy cream, have a very long shelf
life largely because they are pasteurized at ultrahigh temperatures, so they last even longer than
buttermilk. The high fat content also retards
bacteria growth.
Both buttermilk-based and cream-based creamers will stay good longer than their expiration
date. Your nose is very good for telling when it
has gone bad.

305 Sixth Street, Traverse City, MI 49684 • 231-947-6347
Dan Jonkhoff, Manager • www.reynolds-jonkhoff.com

(c) 2020 King Features Synd., Inc.

Home Hemodialysis in Skilled Nursing Facilities
Mary Haverty is an
RN with over 30
years of nursing
experience.
Her most recent
experience was
as the resource
Clinician for
Mary Haverty RN, BSN
Munson Dialysis
Center. Mary is currently the coordinator
for the Home Advantage Dialysis Den;
an exciting new program launched at the
Grand Traverse Pavilions.
The Dialysis Den at Grand Traverse
Pavilions now offers onsite dialysis for
the residents at the Pavilions. Whether
they are residing at the Pavilions for a
short time after a hospitalization/surgery
or as a permanent resident they can now
receive their life sustaining dialysis treatments onsite at the facility. Treatment
are sessions shorter and are delivered
four to five times a week instead of the
usual longer sessions three days a week.
Treatments are generally tolerated better
and enable the resident to participate in
therapies or recreational activities.
march 2020
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Dialyzing at the Pavilions alleviates
the negative aspects associated with
traveling to an outpatient facility such as
rising extremely early in order to board
a bus to the local dialysis center. Being
out during inclement weather poses
inherent risks associated with navigating sidewalks, steps and poor visibility
due to weather conditions. Enduring on
average six hours or longer to complete
the bus ride, treatment and procedures
further negatively impacts the resident
by missing hot meals and the associated
exhaustion to complete this routine 3
days a week.
Mary and her staff offer an expert
dialysis experience at Grand
Traverse Pavilion’s

GTPavilions.org | 231.932.3000
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Beware of Social Security Phone Scams
Social Security and its Office of the Inspector General (OIG) continues requires an update to their record, or a person who has requested a phone
to receive reports about fraudulent phone calls from people falsely claim- call from the agency. If a person is not in one of these situations, they
ing to be Social Security employees. The scammersmislead victims into normally would not receive a call from the agency.
making cash or gift card payments for help with purported identity theft, or
Social Security will not:
to avoid arrest for bogus Social Security number problems.
• Tell you that your Social Security number has been suspended.
People should also be on the lookout for a new version of this scam.
• Contact you to demand an immediate payment.
Fraudsters are now emailing fake documents in attempts to get people to
comply with their demands. Victims have received emails with attached
• Ask you for credit or debit card numbers over the phone.
letters and reports that appear to be from Social Security or the OIG. The
• Require a specific means of debt repayment, like a prepaid debit card,
letters may use official letterhead and government jargon to convince
a retail gift card, or cash.
victims they are legitimate; they may also contain misspellings and gram• Demand that you pay a Social Security debt without the ability to
mar mistakes.
appeal the amount you owe.
The new PSA addressing the telephone impersonation scheme is avail• Promise a Social Security benefit approval, or increase, in exchange
able online at www.youtube.com/socialsecurity .
for information or money.
Social Security employees do occasionally contact people--generally
If there is a problem with a person’s Social Security number or record,
those who have ongoing business with the agency--by telephone for busiin
most cases Social Security will mail a letter. If a person needs to submit
ness purposes. However, Social Security employees will never threaten
a person, or promise a Social Security benefit approval, or increase, in payments to Social Security, the agency will send a letter with instructions
exchange for information or money. In those cases, the call is fraudulent and payment options. People should never provide information or payment
over the phone or Internet unless they are certain of who is receiving it.
and people should just hang up.
This information was provided to the Senior Center via the Social SecuGenerally, the agency mainly calls people who have recently applied for
a Social Security benefit, someone who is already receiving payments and rity Administration office in Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Over 120 Quilts Given to EMS and Hospice

Grand Traverse County Senior Center Network Stitches of Kindness volunteers handed off over 120 handmade
quilts and blankets at Samaritas Senior Living to local emergency responders and Hospice agencies to share with
those in need recently. Stitches of Kindness has made over 1,000 covers of love to keep those experiencing trauma
or end of life, warm and loved. For more information about the program or find out how you can help contact the
Senior Center at 231-922-4911 or email Lori Wells at lwells@grandtraverse.org

SOCIAL SECURITY
and WOMEN’S
HISTORY MONTH
By Bob Simpson
Social Security District Manager in Traverse City

In March, our nation celebrates
Women’s History Month. Today,
more women work, pay Social Security taxes, and earn credit toward
monthly retirement income than at
any other time in our nation’s history.
Social Security has served a vital
role in the lives of women for over
80 years. With longer life expectancies than men, women tend to
live more years in retirement and
have a greater chance of exhausting
other sources of income. With the
national average life expectancy for
women in the United States rising,
many women have decades to
enjoy retirement. According to the
U.S. Census Bureau, a female born
today can expect to live more than
80 years. Women need to plan early
and wisely for retirement.
Stitches of Kindness volunteers, Staff of Samaritas Senior Living and Senior Center Network and representatives from Whitewater, Acme, Blair, and Green
Lake township emergency medical response teams, and representatives from North Flight, Grand Traverse Metro Fire, Heartland Hospice, Hospice of
Michigan and Munson Hospice.
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Our benefits planner website at
www.ssa.gov/planners provides
detailed information about how
marriage, widowhood, divorce, selfemployment, government service,
and other life or career events can
affect your Social Security benefit.
march 2020

POSTMODERN JUKEBOX AT CITY OPERA HOUSE
Live Nation presents Scott Bradlee’s Postmodern Jukebox Saturday,
March 21, 2020 at 8:00 p.m. at City Opera House in Traverse City. Postmodern Jukebox returns to City Opera House to usher in the Twenty-Twenties with their Welcome to the Twenties 2.0 Tour.  As any PMJ fan can tell
you, the experience is never the same twice. 	 The tour is meant to prepare
the world for a new decade—one that Postmodern Jukebox creator Scott
Bradlee hopes will see a return to the style and craftsmanship that typified
the music of past generations.
“Last time around the ‘Twenties gave us Jazz, America’s one true art form.
Who knows what is possible in the 2020s?” says Bradlee. “One thing that
is for sure is that this is the most spectacular party this side of The Great
Gatsby.”
Started by Bradlee in 2009, Postmodern Jukebox (PMJ) has gone on to
amass over one billion YouTube views with 3.5 million subscribers, and
have chalked up more than 1.7 million fans on Facebook. For the past half
decade, PMJ has toured the world, playing hundreds of shows to sold-out
houses on six continents. They’ve also performed on shows like “Good
Morning America,” topped iTunes and Billboard charts, and caught the
attention of NPR Music, NBC News and a wide array of celebrity fans.
The Raymond James LIVE at City Opera House series is made possible
in part by our generous sponsors and donors.
Tickets and information at CityOperaHouse.org.

Old Town Playhouse
Traverse City Record Eagle

Silent Sky

DANú
St. patrick’S
celebration
Tuesday, March 10

THE MOTH
MAINSTAGE
Friday, April 24

COMEDIAN
GrEG HAHN

Saturday, June 13

DEAr EVAN HANSEN
broadway bound!
Saturday, June 20

BY LAUREN GUNDERSON

She reached for the stars
and discovered the Universe!

March 6 -21

231.947.2210
march 2020

oldtownplayhouse.com
Prime Time
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MORTENSEN
FUNERAL HOMES

LocaLLy-owned, FamiLy-owned FuneraL Home
305 Sixth Street, Traverse City, MI 49684

Our Family Serving Yours for over 30 Years!

Personalized Traditional Funeral Services
Cremation Services • Pre-Planning Service • Monuments & Markers

Bellaire

106 South Bridge
533-8215

Central Lake
2333 S. Main
544-3600

231-947-6347
Dan Jonkhoff, Manager
www.reynolds-jonkhoff.com

Mancelona
205 W. State
587-8591

Pictured at top: Dan Jonkhoff (fifth generation funeral director/co-owner), Peg Jonhkhoff (Administrative
Director/co-owner). At bottom: Chris Johkhoff and Lindsey Rogers (sixth generation funeral directors).

LeVon M. Seavolt
Manager/Owner
Be an informed consumer...
Call to see why your friends and neighbors choose Life Story
Have your viewing, gathering & funeral/ceremony
or Memorial Service at Life Story
We can help with Cemetery Burial, Body Donation and CREMATION
Cost friendly, Locally owned and not franchised

“A Family Business That Cares”
-Established 1913-

www.swensenmemorials.com

752 Munson Ave. Traverse City, MI • 231-941-9034

Traditional Funerals
Dignified Affordable Cremations
Monuments & Markers
Free Pre-planning Services

PAT HALLBERG, CISR

232 E. State Street, Traverse City - (231) 946-6515
312 Pine Street, Elk Rapids - (231) 264-5666
200 N. Brownson Avenue, Kingsley - (231) 263-5522
www.dignitymemorial.com

Agent
800.453.6170
pat@fischerins.com

PLANT YOUR
business
here
and watch it grow!
Call 231-631-5651

ROBIN VANDERKAAY

Northland

Realtor
www.robinrocksrealestate.com
248-321-2409
2312644500
robinvk@c21northland.com
116 River St.
Elk Rapids, MI 49629
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Less Money Despite Social Security Increase

I’ll be worse off financially this year, despite the
If you take a daily newspaper and pay for it by
Social Security increase we just received. I won’t the month, calculate whether you’ll save money
if you pay for it by the year. If you have a tablet,
be the only one.
For the average recipient who receives $1,460 ask if they offer a digital subscription at a lower
per month, that 1.6% equates to a gain of $23.36 rate. Making yearly payments might also work
per month. Medicare went up $9.10 to $144.60, so for your car or homeowner insurance.

If you have a credit card, make payments on
time. Check AARP’s member discounts. Buy
at Goodwill. Ask for lower prices. Buy generic
groceries. Get serious about clipping coupons. Ask
about senior discount day.

If you love movies, consider that the price of
Call the local food bank about getting free food. Netflix for one month is the same as seeing one
Except my Medicare supplement went up $42 Don’t worry about running into someone you movie at a theater.
and the drug plan went up as well. Rent went up know. Just make the call. Whatever you get from
Check online for a FreeCycle in your area
them
you
won’t
have
to
buy
at
the
store.
$20 per month, justified by management with the
(freecycle.org) and get things you need or want
“big increase” in Social Security we all got.
Check into “senior helper” groups in your area. for free.
With so many of us in the same situation, we These are people who volunteer to take care of And always, always ask for your senior discount.
home repairs for free, instead of paying a plumber
need to think of ways to save money:
(c) 2020 King Features Synd., Inc.
$150 per hour.
that drops the extra cash to $14.26.

Call Ann Today to
Schedule A Tour
231.225.4903

Senior Assisted & Independent Living on the Water

1400 Brigadoon Court, Traverse City

BoardmanLakeGlens.com

Woodside Village Senior Apartments
Southridge Assisted Living
Semi-Assisted Senior Living

Quality Care at an Affordable Price
3020 La Franier • Traverse City
(Next to Birchwood Nursing Facility)

231-933-4339

Continuum of care • Lovely wooded setting • Safe, secure environment
Locally owned and operated • Chef-prepared meals - Pet friendly

ASSISTED LIVING
231-932-9060

NURSING/REHABILITATION
231-932-9272

DEMENTIA CARE
231-932-9020

SENIOR APARTMENTS
231-932-9121

One place to call home.
march 2020

This space
for rent

call today
231-631-5651

www.orchardcreektc.com
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Chicken a la King Casserole
Chicken is an almost universal favorite -- and especially
when served in tasty, easy dishes like this.

1. Heat oven to 350 F. Spray an 8-by-8-inch baking
dish with butter-flavored cooking spray.

1 1/2 cups diced cooked chicken breast

2. In a large bowl, combine chicken, mushrooms, peas
and noodles. Add mushroom soup, milk, undrained
pimiento and parsley flakes. Mix well to combine.

1 (2.5 ounce) jar sliced mushrooms, drained
1/2 cup frozen peas
1 1/2 cups cooked noodles, rinsed and drained
1 (10 3/4-ounce) can reduced-fat cream of
mushroom soup
1/4 cup fat-free milk
1 (2-ounce) jar diced pimiento, undrained

3. Spread mixture into prepared baking dish. Bake for
25 to 30 minutes. Place baking dish on a wire rack and
let set for 5 minutes. Divide into 4 servings.
* Each serving equals: 241 calories, 5g fat, 23g
protein, 26g carb., 440mg sodium, 3g fiber; Diabetic
Exchanges: 2 Meat, 1 1/2 Starch.

1 teaspoon dried parsley flakes
(c) 2020 King Features Synd., Inc.
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Commission Invites Public Input
The Michigan Commission on Services to the Aging and the Aging &
Adult Services Agency have been inviting the public to join community
conversations to discuss the needs of older adult residents.
Every three years the Aging & Adult Services Agency, which is part of
the Michigan Department of Health and Human Services, develops a state
plan and seeks input regarding the needs and gaps in programs and services.
The feedback is used to ensure priorities are on track with its support of the
health and well-being of Michigan’s older adult population.
“Michigan is one of the most rapidly aging stated in the country, said Dr.
Alexis Travis, senior deputy director of Aging & Adult Services Agency.
“By 2025, the number of Michiganders age 65 and over will outnumber
those under the age of 18. As people are living longer, we must be strategic, collaborative and innovative in our work. That means we need the
opportunity to hear from the public about the realities of aging Michigan
and hope to have great participation in these community conversations.”
One such session was held recently at the Kalkaska Commission on
Aging facility with over 60 in attendance. Time was available for those
in attendance to provide information about services available, as well as
concerns, to older adults – not only in the community but throughout the
northern Michigan region.

“Doling” Out Health Information:
Heart Health

You might not think about what your heart is doing all day, but as the
most important muscle in your body, it is working around the clock for
you, pumping blood and oxygen to all parts of your body. When your heart
doesn’t get the care it needs, serious problems can develop. It is important
to understand the conditions that affect your heart and what good habits can
do to prevent cardiovascular disease or at least manage it.
To understand how aging can be linked to heart disease and to take action
toward a healthier heart, attend a presentation from Beth Dole, Fyzical Therapy and Balance Centers, on Friday, March 13, 3:30 p.m., at the Traverse
City Senior Center, 801 E. Front Street. The presentation will include heart
physiology – the study of the healthy, unimpaired function of the heart,
along with why we need exercise for heart health and what type of exercise
is best. You can learn what symptoms to watch for as you age, alerting you
to any heart problems; the heart rate ranges and blood pressure responses;
what influence medications have on exercising for the benefit of the heart;
plus when it is safe to exercise and when it isn’t.

Activities at the Senior Centers
Take the time to visit your local meal site. Many activities – including
great food – are available. Games, exercise classes, information sessions
and great conversations are just a few things to help drive away the winter
blues.
One example of an information session was held recently at the Antrim
county Commission On Aging in Bellaire. Samaritas Senior Living gave
a presentation on the services they can provide such as independent living
and assisted living at their facility.

Fundamentals of Drawing

Wish you could draw? Here’s the good news: anyone can learn. There is
no need to keep thinking you have to be born with amazing talent to be an
artist – all it really takes is for someone to teach you, in addition to some
time and effort on your part. It always takes practice to learn a new skill.

Join Jane Radcliff, retired art instructor, beginning Thursday, March 19,
1:30 p.m., at the Redeemer Fellowship Center, 1896 Rogers Road, as she
teaches you the basics of drawing. Each of the hour and a half sessions in
Bring any heart related questions about such things as pacemakers, valves, the six-week series will focus on a different drawing skill. All experience
levels are welcome.
stents, bypasses, heart failure, rhythm issues and more.

The cost of Fundamentals of Drawing is $50 for Senior Center Network
members and $60 for those under 60 and/or out of Grand Traverse County.
Supplies are provided for an additional cost or you may bring your own. A
For more information or to register, email dmikowski@grandtraverse. supply list is available on our website.
org or call for registrations at 231-922-4911
Advance registration and payment for the drawing series is required
by Friday, March 13.
“Doling” Out Health Information: Heart Health is free, but advanced
registration is required.

For more information or to register, email dmikowski@grandtraverse.
org or call for registrations at    231-922-4911.
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Mike Bloomberg’s Offensive Campaign
The rich are different from you
and me -- they can buy themselves
instant presidential campaigns.
Former New York Mayor Mike
Bloomberg has elbowed himself
into the Democratic nomination race
solely on the basis of his fortune.
His campaign is high-handed as
only a billionaire many times over
could even contemplate. He entered
late, is skipping the early contests
and hasn’t participated in any of the
debates to date (although that will
change soon, thanks to the Democratic National Committee retrofitting its rules for Bloomberg).

The level of
convince voters
his spending is
of your appeal at
truly astonishing
town hall events
-- Croesus goes
and meet-andall-in on Super
greets in places
Tuesday. Bloomlike Iowa and New
berg spent more
Hampshire is for
than $300 million
suckers.
on various forms
But there is
of advertising.
much to be said
He’s single-handedly changed the for grassroots politics. It forces
market for TV ads in many places. candidates to take account, up close
He spent $10 million on a Super and personal, of what their voters
Bowl spot, or about half of what believe and want. As president,
Joe Biden raised in the entire fourth Abraham Lincoln devoted serious
quarter.
time to meeting with random people
This is the Bloomberg way. He who showed up to see him, in what
spent a quarter of a billion dollars to he called “public opinion baths.”
become and stay New York mayor
The candidate who does countfor three terms. He was eligible for less of these early-state events
his third term only because he got must have the ability to inspire and
a term-limit law changed, with the impress, think on his feet, show
support of charities that he happened endless patience and stamina. If he’s
to make generous donations to.
not up for it, or is a pretender, he will

It’s a free country, and with more
than $50 billion to his name, Bloomberg can spend as much money as he
likes on whatever suits his fancy. But
Bloomberg 2020 is still an affront
to small-d democratic sensibilities,
a tribute not to his superior political skills or messaging compared
What’s wrong with all this, beyond
with the other candidates, but to his
the
cynicism of thinking everything
access to an enormous personal bank
has
a price tag? Maybe Bloomberg
account.
is right, that trying to go in and

candidate, shielded and inflated by
his TV ads.
Another advantage of the traditional approach is that anyone can
do it. Pete Buttigieg, the unknown
mayor of a small Indiana town,
finished strong in Iowa through
sheer talent, tireless work and clever
messaging.
All this said, perhaps Bloomberg
will break all the rules and be the
last man standing between Bernie
Sanders and the cusp of the American presidency. Then, his spending
might look to a lot of Democrats like
a public service. There is also no
denying that Bloomberg is a genuinely talented man.
Yet this style of campaigning
shouldn’t be the norm. If Bloomberg
succeeds, he will enrich many TV
stations, consultants, pollsters and
campaign workers, but impoverish
our politics.

inevitably be exposed.

Rich Lowry is editor of the National Review.
(c) 2019 King Features Synd., Inc.

In comparison to the other candidates, Bloomberg is a Wizard of Oz
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